
God Help UNO, If… 
 
University of New Orleans Peter J. Fos is looking for a Provost.  He and Harold Doty 
have a history.  

Doty left USM in disgrace. Both former Dean Harold Doty and former Associate Dean 
Farhang Niroomand “stepped down” at the same time in mid-semester. Rumors 
abounded but no confirmation of the reasons for the unusual mid-semester resignations of 
both the Dean and Associate Dean were forthcoming.  However, Patty Munn, an 
instructor in the School of Accountancy, testified under oath that (A is Munn’s answer; Q 
is attorneys question):  

A.  He [Doty] resigned.  

Q.  Why? 

A.  What I heard was that there was an incident with another professor. 

Q.  Niroomand? 

A.  Yes. And he -- and that there was some kind of sexual harassment 
deal with Niroomand and that Dr. Doty did not follow-up on it or 
discipline Niroomand as he should have.  

 You can view Harold Doty in a video on the front page of usmnews.net.   Listen to what 
he says. If you were a donor to a university, how would you feel about Doty’s 
characterization of your donated dollars being his “booze account”?  I’ve donated tens of 
thousands to universities and I think he’s an idiot.  I wouldn’t donate another dime to any 
institution that hired Doty. I suspect I’m not alone.  For more details on Doty’s history at 
USM run a Google™ search in the custom search box near the top of the usmnews.net 
webpage. 
 
Doty’s leadership didn’t last long at UT Tyler, either.  As with USM, Doty brought chaos 
to his new school.   
 
Could UNO President Fos be interested in his pal, Harold Doty, again? See the following 
visitor to usmnews.net  
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If Fos hires Doty all I can say is God help UNO.  
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